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Abstract: To the problem of many recently proposed RFID authentication protocol was soon find security
holes, we analyzed the main reason, which is that protocol design is not rigorous, and the correctness of the
protocol cannot be guaranteed. To this end, authentication test method was adopted in the process of the formal
analysis and strict proof to the proposed RFID protocol in this paper. Authentication Test is a new type of
analysis and design method of security protocols based on Strand space model, and it can be used for most types
of the security protocols. After analysis the security, the proposed protocol can meet the RFID security demand:
information confidentiality, data integrity and identity authentication. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Radio frequency identification, Authentication Tests, Protocol analysis, Key, Strand space.

1. Introduction
RFID
(Radio
Frequency
Identification)
technology has been widely applied in the field of
logistics and supply management, manufacturing and
assembly, networking, smart anti-theft. It is a noncontact automatic identification technology that uses
radio signals to automatically identify the target and
access to relevant data, making the system without
any physical contact can be completed automatically
identifies the specific target object. Its unique noncontact transmission make it a wide range of
applications, but this feature is also brought some
problems to the security of the system. The RFID
system communication channel is divided into the
cable channel in the back-end database and reader
and the radio channel in reader and label by the
researchers two shown in Fig. 1. Typically
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researchers believe that the cable channel portion
having a relatively strong security to existing
communication device is able to meet the security of
wired communication, wireless RF channel is
invulnerable to outside attacks, and thus pose a threat
to the security of the entire RFID system.

Database

Secure channel

Reader

Tag

Non-secure channel

Fig. 1. The RFID system.
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Radio frequency identification (RFID), based on
the MIT Auto-ID project [1], is a technology that
uses wireless transmission to identify an object.
RFID technology has many advantages, such as
without physical contact, quick reading, long
recognition distance, obstacle-free and so on. But its
application may have challenges to the security and
privacy of individuals or organizations. For the limit
of low cost RFID tag with low resources: low
computing power and small memory size, Thus, it is
very hard to apply existing and excellent security
technologies that assumes very high computing
power and large memory size to RFID tag, so that the
security technologies of low-cost RFID systems
urgently are developed.

1.1. Notations
The notations used for the entities and
computational operations to simplify the description
are as follows (Table 1).

Traffic analysis: It is the process of intercepting
and examining messages in order to deduce valuable
information from patterns in communication between
the reader and tag. In order to prevent an attacker
from using this method to attack, we need to add a
random number in the reader and tag
communications data.
Replay attack: A replay attack is a form of
network attack in which a valid data transmission is
maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed. This
is carried out either by the originator or by an
adversary who intercepts the data and retransmits it.
Therefore, the random value, participated in the
communication process, is generated by the common
reader and tag.
Tracking attack: Through repeated analysis and
comparison of multiple outputs between reader and
tag, an attacker gets into a constant value (In some
cases, the attacker can even get the tag's ID). In this
way, the attacker can track the user's location
information and even get more user privacy, which is
one of the most serious privacy problems of the RFID
systems. Application of the random number or
timestamp is an effective way to solve the problem.

Table 1. Node Parameters.
Notations
T
R
D
IDD,IDT
PRNG
ND,NT
KPD,KPT
KED,KET
Query
H( )
∑
+M,-M


{M}KP

Meaning
Tag of RFID
Reader of RFID
Backend Server of RFID
system
Identity of Server and Tag
Random number generator
Random number generated
by D and T
Public key of D and T
Private key of D and T
Query request generated by R
one-way hash function, H:
{0, 1}* →{0, 1}l
Strand Spaces
The Sent and received
messages
The Transformed edge or
Transforming edge
Encryption to M with Public
key

1.2. System Several Threats
These are attacks which are feasible just by
observing and manipulating communications
between readers and tags.
Eavesdropping: In the case of a third party does
not know, the illegal user can listen in secret
communication between reader and tag. In wireless
communication, Eavesdropping is a common
problem. An effective way to solve this problem is
that both sides of each pass communication produce
changing values. Therefore, the attacker cannot
access to significant values even if he acquires data.

1.3. Authentication and Encryption
Authentication, which addresses the abovementioned security threat, i.e. preventing the cloning
or impersonation of legitimate tags, is probably the
most explored topic in lightweight cryptography.
Efficient authentication solutions for RFIDs are
gradually emerging, even for the most constrained
settings. To take into account the strong limitation of
computing resources in the tags (3000 GE, is often
considered as the upper limit for the area reserved to
the implementation of security in low-cost RFID
tags), dedicated lightweight block ciphers [2, 3, 4]
have been developed [5].
Privacy is a hobbyhorse in media coverage of
RFID. To some extent, it has overshadowed the
equally significant problem of authentication.
Loosely speaking, RFID privacy concerns the
problem of misbehaving readers harvesting
information from well-behaving tags. RFID
authentication, on the other hand, concerns the
problem of well-behaving readers harvesting
information from misbehaving tags, particularly
counterfeit ones.
RFID schemes cannot use computationally
intensive cryptographic algorithms for privacy and
security because tight tag cost requirements make
tag-side resources (such as processing power and
storage) scarce: The volume of data stored in a tag
should be minimized because of the limited size of
tag memory; Tag-side computations should be
minimized because of the very limited power
available to a tag; The volume of data that each tag
can transmit per second is limited by the bandwidth
available for RFID tags [6].
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In Section 2, we detailed analysis of the research
background and some of the existing domestic and
international research, and the relationship and
distinction of this work with these studies. Section 3
describes in detail the structure of the proposed RFID
authentication protocol and implementation process.
In Section 4, brief introduction to the basic concepts
of the string space and certification testing (AT) and
certification goals formal representation. In
Section 5, we give a detailed analysis and security
proof of the proposed RFID security by the strand
space theory and certification testing method. Finally,
a brief summary of the significance and role of the
certification test protocol analysis and the idea of the
next step are proposed.

2. Related Work
RFID system is widely used; many scholars have
put a lot of effort in this regard, but due to different
assumptions of each scholar on the ability of RFID
systems, RFID-based authentication protocol vary
widely.
Currently, researchers have proposed
protocol is divided into two categories: one is the
HASH-based authentication protocol, and the other is
based on the EPC Gen2 [7] standard protocol.
The Hash-Lock based RFID protocol, as defined
by Weis et al. [8], is a scheme which involves
locking a tag using a one-way hash function. A
locked tag uses the hash of a random key as its
metaID=Hash (key). When locked, a tag responds to
all queries with its value of metaID. However, the
scheme allows a tag to be tracked because the same
metaID is used repeatedly [9].
The Random Hash-Lock [10] based RFID
protocol is a modified form of the Hash-Lock
Protocol. In addition to the Hash function, the label is
also embedded in a pseudo-random number
generator. The protocol utilizes the random numbers
to solve the label positioning privacy issues. But a
pseudo-random number generator is integrated in the
Tags, the more difficult to achieve in the case of lowcost and limited computing capabilities. The Tag is
still not able to respond to retransmission and
spoofing attacks.
In the Hash-Chain protocol [11], an RFID privacy
protection scheme was proposed with providing
indistinguishability and back-ward intractability. The
protocol utilizes the Tags to meet each update to
identify indistinguishability and forward security.
However, the hash chain protocol is a one-way
authentication protocol only on the card for
authentication, which is vulnerable to retransmission
and spoofing attacks. Two different hash function
operation increase the burden on the Tags.
Some researchers have proposed based on EPC
Gen2 standard RFID authentication protocol
[12-14]. Unfortunately, other researchers have found
that either there is security vulnerability in the
existing protocol, or did not give security.
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Most RFID tags have several resource limitations,
e.g. memory, computational power, etc. that prevent
the use of public-key cryptography. On the other
hand, strong privacy is a real need that must be
achieved, and public-key cryptography seems to be
the best way to tackle the problem. Lots of efforts
have been devoted to the analysis of public-key
protocols and their adaptation to RFID
systems [15, 16].
An analysis of the security of cryptographic
protocols is a very difficult issue, because an attacker
can make different attempts repeatedly, and he can
collect the messages sent by the communicating
parties, to analyze the message, and then change the
content of the message tampering, or the order of
transmission of the message. However, in the design
of cryptographic protocols, the behaviors of the
communicating parties for effective control, and then
identify the attacker's unreasonable action. At
present, most secure routing protocol analysis of nonformal methods are based on subjective analysis or
simulation, the analysis is not precise enough and
strict, resulting in many of the original claim that
"safe" routing protocols were later found security
vulnerabilities. In recent years, formal analysis
methods began to be used in the analysis of the
secure routing protocol.
In order to achieve the safety goals of security
protocols, researchers proposed a number of different
methods. Some researchers use BAN logic [17] to
formally
prove
some
security
protocols.
Subsequently, it was discovered that BAN Logic is
only suitable for communication bodies are credible,
cannot guarantee for the participation of the untrusted
party. Guttman, etc. proposed an Authentication Test
method [18, 19] Based on Strand Space model [20],
and gives an example of how to design the method
based the Authentication test the security of ecommerce transactions Protocol (ATSPECT) [21].
In this paper, a method of Authentication tests is
adopted to finish the formal analysis and the safety
proof of the new proposed RFID protocol, effectively
ensure the security of the proposed protocol.

3. The Proposed RFID Authentication
Protocol
3.1. The Design of Protocol
In the process of design and safety analysis of the
protocol we introduced the concept of Strand space
and Authentication Tests. Its main symbols are
described below, and other unspecified symbols are
consistent with the definition in the article [20].
After analysis of the loopholes in the existing
RFID authentication protocol other researchers found,
in this article, we introduced the concept of public
key cryptography to RFID authentication protocol,
public key-based RFID authentication protocol is
proposed. The protocol Fig. 2 shown as follows:
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Query, M1

M1
M2
Database

Reader

M2

Tag

M3

M3
(IDD, IDT)

(IDD, IDT)

Fig. 2. The structure of RFID protocol.

3.2. The Authentication Phase
After system initialization, database D and tags T
have each other's public key, D and T have each
other's ID (the ID of the Tag said IDT; ID of the
database known as IDD).Via cable transmission and
clock settings, we can ensure that the database
frequency of sending messages to the reader and the
reader RF signals emitted by the same frequency.
D→R→T: By the reader R， Database D sends a
certification request message Query and M1 to
Tag T.
T→R→D: The Tag T generates a random number
NT,
calculates
the
value
of
M2
( M 2 = { NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT ) ), send
D

M2 to D through R.
D→R→T: First, with their own private key
Database D decrypts

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP

D

, D will get

the values of NT, ND, IDT. Second, after the IDT
values obtained, D can be authenticated T. The role
of h(NT, IDT) is signature of the data passed by T.
Third, D calculated the value of M3 (M3=h(NT, ND,
IDD, IDT)), and send it to T.
T: After the receiving the data M3, with his own
parameters NT, ND, IDD, IDT and hash function h (),
Tag T calculates the value of h(NT, ND, IDD,IDT). If
the calculation results and M3 are equal, then the data
is from the server D.
Remark: M1=ND; M2={ NT, ND, IDT}KPD, h(NT,
IDT); M3=h(NT, ND, IDD, IDT).

4. Strand Spaces and Authentication
Tests
The Strand space model is based on the
mathematical foundations of algebraic invariant set
theorems. It takes advantage of graph theory to depict
the process of implementation of the agreement. The
Set A is composed of all the messages exchanged
between the bodies of the Strand space model. A
subset of set A is called term, A term may contain
multiple sub-terms, a random number contained in
the message and the subject constitute set T; The all
key K compose set K. K includes public and private
key pairs of all legitimate subjects and the attackers
[19]. The node relationship describes the order logic
that the entity nodes send and receive messages. The

model also presents the correctness definition of
security protocols, the description of the attacker
ability and the correctness method that a security
protocol is proved. Because of its efficient, robust
and intuitive features, it has been widely used in the
field of security protocol analysis, it can not only
prove the correctness of security protocols, and we
can also construct protocol attacks, and reveal the
inherent weaknesses of protocol.
Authentication tests that are developed based on
Strand space model is a protocol analysis techniques
of challenge - Response Concept. The basic idea is
that the protocol body sent a specific messages, in
which value a is included (plain text or cipher text),
and later the changed form of the value a is received
(encrypted or decrypted), and it is true that there is a
general protocol body who holds the corresponding
key is involved in the implementation of the protocol.
In the abstract level, the design of an authentication
protocol can be seen as a choice of Authentication
tests, and is a process of building a transforming (or
transformed) edge to meet the two entities.

4.1. Protocol Goals
In the RFID protocol, the goals of the participants
are of three kinds: [21]
Confidentiality all data transmitted in the
exchange is to remain secret, and data intended for a
pair should not be disclosed to the third participant.
Authentication I: Each participant P should
receive a guarantee that each partner Q has received
P’s data and Q accepted it.
Authentication II: Each participant Q should
receive a guarantee that data purportedly from a
partner P in fact originated with P, freshly in a recent
run of this protocol.

4.2. Authentication Tests Ideas
Suppose a principal in a cryptographic protocol
creates and transmits a message containing a new
value v, later receiving v back in a different
cryptographic context. It can conclude that some
principal possessing the relevant key K has received
and transformed the message in which v was emitted.
If K ∈ S is safe, this principal cannot be the
penetrator, but instead must be a regular principal. A
transforming edge is the action of changing the
cryptographic form in which such a value v occurs.
The authentication tests [19] give sufficient
conditions for transforming edges being the work of
regular principals. There are three main types of
authentication test [21]: outgoing tests, incoming
tests and unsolicited tests. The outgoing tests and
incoming tests can guarantee the freshness; compared
unsolicited tests do not guarantee freshness.
+
Definition 1 (outgoing test): n0  n1 is an
outgoing test edge for a if: (I) a originates uniquely
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on n0 ; (II) there is a single

t0 = { h }k ∈ TERMS

a ⊆ t0 ( a “occurs once” in n0 ).
(III) t0 ∉ TERMS (n1) and a ∈ TERMS(n1).
(IV) k is not in the set of penetrator’s keys (those

(n0) such that

it initially has or those it can obtain).
+
Definition 2 (incoming test): n0  n1 is a
incoming test edge for a if: (I) a originates uniquely
on

n0 ; (II) t1 = { h }k ; (III) t0 ∉ TERMS (n0) and

a ∈ TERMS(n1); (IV) a ⊆ t1 ; (V) k is not in the set
of penetrator’s keys.
Definition 3 (unsolicited test): If

{h}

∈

k

TERMS(n), occurs once there, and penetrator cannot
get k , then there is a node m s.t.: (I)m is regular; (II)

{h}

k

originates at m (If

{h}

k

originates at a

The corresponding responder strand of initiator
strand

t ' Î RFID Re sp [ N D , NT , IDD , IDT ]

traces of the form:

< − N D , + { NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT ) ,
− h ( NT , N D , IDD , IDT ) >

IDD , IDT ∈ Tname

In

represents the set of all the strands having the above
traces, and the body of this correspond strand is IDT .
From the above definitions, when given a strand,
it can uniquely identify the attacker strand, initiator
strand or the responder strand.
m0

ND

n0

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT )

5. The Security Proof of Protocol

n2

m2

In Section 3.2 it can be seen that during the
execution of protocol the reader R is not involved in
the mutual authentication process of database D and
tag T, and its role is to pass data and to initiate
authentication to the tag T. The implementation
process of the protocol is simplified as shown
in Fig. 3.

Responder

T

M3

Fig. 3. The structure of RFID protocol.

Definition 4: Suppose (Σ, P) is a Strand Space If
Σ is expressed by the following three strings; we call
it the corresponding strand space of this RFID
protocol.
The attacker strand s ∈ P.
The initiator strand tORFIDInit[ND, NT, IDD, IDT],
traces of the form:
< +ND, -{ NT, ND, IDT }KPD, h(NT, IDT),
+h(NT, ND, IDD, IDT)>.
In which, IDD, IDT, ∈ Tname, ND, NT, OT,
NDПTname, RFIDInit[ND, NT, IDD, IDT] represents the
set of all the strands having the above traces, and the
body of this correspond strand is IDD.
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n1

h ( NT , N D , IDD , IDT )

5.1. The Formal Protocol

M2

,

NT Ï Tname . RFID Re sp [ N D , NT , IDD , IDT ]

D

D

which,

N D , NT Î T

,

m1

M1

.

D

penetrator’s node it must be an E-strand, and then
penetrator has k).

Initiator

,

Fig. 4. The authentication test process.

5.2. The Security Proof with Authentication
Tests
Proposition 1 (Confidentiality proof (for D)):
Suppose that C is a bundle of S, in which IDD, IDT ∈
Tname, KET П KP; the same time, C contains both the
initiator strand s ∈ RFIDInit[ND, NT, IDD, IDT]. If
S1={NT, IDT} is uniquely generated, for any node
n ∈ C, we get term(n) ∉ S1.
Proof. Let k be the set of inverses of unsafe keys,
i.e. k=(K\S)-1. Let t=S1 ∪ S.
Theorem [22, Corollary 6.12]: if there is a node
m ∈ C with term(m) ∈ IK[t], then there a regular node
n ∈ C that is an entry point for IK[t]. However,
inspecting the positive regular nodes of RFID
protocol, we see that no value in t is ever sent,
unless protected by a key whose inverse is safe. The
data to be sent is encrypted (KET ∉ KP) or protected
by the hash function h(…t…). Therefore, the
assumption term(m) ∈ S1 does not hold, so the
proposition is proved.
Proposition 2（Authentication I）: Suppose that
C is a bundle of S, in which IDD, IDT, ∈ Tname, KET П
KP; the same time, C contains both the initiator strand
s ∈ RFIDInit[ND, NT, IDD, IDT] and C-height ≥ 2. If
ND ¹ NT and ND is uniquely generated, so the node C
has a response strand s' ∈ Resp[ND, NT, IDD, IDT], and
C-height ≥ 2.
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Proof. In Fig. 4, ND is sent in node m0,

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT )

is received at

D

+
node m1 , so m0  m1 is the Transformed Edge

for N D .

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT ) is a test
D

N D . Because KET Ï K P and

component about

+

definition 2, the edge m0  m1 constitutes is an

+

Because s, 2 

s ',3 , and

term ( s ',3 ) = { NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT )
D

IDT ', N 'T
,
so IDT = IDT ', NT = N 'T , and C - height =3.
contains

information

of

About responder (Tag T), whose confidentiality,
authentication features I, II have a similar parallel
theorem and proof with the sender (server D).

outgoing test for N D .

N D is uniquely generated at
node m0 , so there must be a negative node n0 to

accept

it.

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP

, h ( NT , IDT ) = term ( n1 ) and

D

n1 is a sending node (node positive), n0 + n1 is
the Transforming Edge for N D , and There must be a
s ',1

node

of

matching

response

strand s ' Î RFIDR e sp [ N D , N 'T , IDD , IDT '] .
Because

(

s ',1  s ', 2

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP

D

and term s ', 2

)

=

, h ( NT , IDT ) , so NT = N 'T ,

IDT = IDT ' , C - height ≥ 2 for s ' .
Proposition 3（Authentication II）: Suppose that
is
a
bundle
C
of S , IDD , IDT Î Tname ; KED , KET Ï K P ; the
same time, C contains both the responder strand

s Î RFID Re sp [ N D , NT , IDD , IDT ]

and

C - height =3. The NT is uniquely generated, so
has
a
responder
C
strand s ' Î RFIDInit [ N D , NT , IDD , IDT , M ] ,
and

C - height =3, the same time s, 2  s ', 2 .

Proof. In Fig 4, the nodes n1 , n2 constitute an
incoming

test

for

NT

,

i.e.

s, 2 + s,3 constitutes an incoming test to

NT for { NT , N D , IDT }KPD , h ( NT , IDT ) , then
there must be nodes m1 , m2 Î C , such that

m1  m2 is a Transforming Edge for NT . Because
n2

is

a

positive

term (n2 )

node,

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP , h ( NT , IDT )
D

, and

=

NT is

uniquely generated at node s, 2 , there must be a
negative node n1 to accept NT . The n1 is a positive
node, so there must be an initiator strand s ' Î

RFIDInit [ N D , NT , IDD , IDT ', M ']
node

s ', 2

,

5.3. The Analysis of Security Properties

Because

and

s, 2  s ', 2

at
.

Confidentiality: The proof of Proposition I
effectively
guaranteed
that
the
data

{ NT , N D , IDT }KP

D

tag T send will not be forged by

an attacker, because the private key is only stored on
the server D ( KET Ï K P ).
Resistance to tracking attack: In the protocol,
when the message included IDD is sending, every
time there is a random value is transmitted with it. In
the transfer process, IDD is encrypted by key or oneway hash function, so the tracking of attacker to Tag
is difficult to achieve.
Anti-replay attack: In the proof process of
+
Proposition II, the edge m0  m1 constitutes an
outgoing test for ND. According to the literature [21]
Definition 2.1 a strong guarantee of freshness is that
the protocol initiator can effectively prevent attackers
to do replay attacks.
Resistance to pretending attack: The proof of
Proposition 3 ensures that in the authentication
process of communicating two parties the third party
is not involved, which can effectively prevent
pretending attack of attackers. Attacker would have
no way to get any party's private key; and there is no
way to break the one-way hash function. Therefore,
the attacker does not have the ability to successfully
pretend server or Tag.
The Mutual Authentication: In our protocol, the
server side and the Tag side through each other's
public key to encrypt their identity information, a
private key can authenticate each other, and in the
protocol a hash function is used for confirmation to
authentication.
Analysis combined with the appeal, our proposed
protocol can resist most of the attacks on RFID, and
can effectively ensure the security of RFID protocol.

6. Conclusions
Existing most of RFID authentication protocols,
in which there are some security risks, or their safety
cannot be given a strong guarantee, and they cannot
be actually available RFID security solutions. Based
on protocol analysis of previous research, in this
paper, the method of the Authentication tests are used
to propose a new authentication protocol with the
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formal safety analysis, and gives strong evidence of
safety. It shows that the proposed protocol can meet
the basic safety requirements of the RFID system.
Through the analysis of security threats of RFID
systems with Authentication tests, we have mastered
the methods against these threats and worked on a
security model, by which we can design a safe and
effective RFID authentication protocol.
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